
Clue #1 Hint

• In this puzzle, the numbers measure how many unbroken lines 
of filled-in squares there are in any given row or column. For 
example, a clue of "4 8 3" would mean there are sets of four, 
eight, and three filled squares, in that order, with at least one 
blank square between successive groups. 

• It helps tremendously to mark with a dot spaces that you know 
should not be filled in.

• Do not guess.

• If the number is 8 or greater, there are spaces you can fill in in 
the center.  For Example:

• Count 10 from the left to mark the right-most square you know 
must be colored, then count ten from the right to get the left-
most.  Shade in between.

• A square marked as empty in the middle of an uncompleted 
row may force a large block to one side or the other. Also, a 
gap that is too small for any allowable block may be marked as 
empty. 

10

becomes

10



Clue #2 Hint

You have pennies, nickels, dimes, and 

quarters...figure out how many of each will be the 

fewest to carry for each dollar amount.  Count 

them up and convert the numbers to letters.



Clue #3 Hint
A=4, B=3, C=2, D=1, F=0.  Total up each row to find the 

corresponding letter for each class.  For example, A+ B+ B+ 

C- D would be 4+3+3+2-1 = 11, which is the letter K.  



Clue #5 Hint
- The capital letters in the title spell BUMPY. Maybe a 

good hint to do something with a code that involves 

bumpy patterns.

- The pictures on the page are randomly sorted. Find 

where they are on the bridge, and mark each one you find 

on your “bridge map” to the right.

- Interpret each group of 6 as Braille.  The first unit has 

four pictures in an "L" shaped pattern this gives you the 

first letter of the solution which is a "V" 



Clue #6 Hint
H E A R T is the key, find words with those letters in them 

and look at what's left over. 



Clue #7 Hint
The movies and their stars form letters.  You may have to 

anagram them to get your destination. 



Clue #8 Hint
- "Wild Woods" is nine letters long and there are nine 

holes on the scorecard. His name depends on how he did 

on each hole.  Only the difference between his score and 

par on each hole matter in determining his nickname.

- If he shoots par on every hole his nickname would be 

wildwoods. If he shoots par on every hole except the 4th 

hole where he shoots 21 over, his nickname would be 

wilywoods (note that d=4 and y=25, where y is 21 higher). 



Clue #9 Hint
The order of the employees goes:

6, Granite - white and black pepper looking rock

1, Redwood - reddish wood

4, Silicon - silver rock

1, Pine - lightest color wood

5, Quartz - clear rock 

2, Poplar - yellowish color wood

7, Sandstone - tan and brown striped rock

3, Obsidian - black rock

3, Walnut - darkest brown wood

1, Oak - smooth visible grain lines

The story gives you the order and the number on each 

object tells you which letter to take to form the solution. 



1. Condimental Bratwurst (Bang 15) Germany

2. Continental Breakfast (Bang 15) pancake

3. Folsom Furlough goodbye
4. The Burninators (Bang 7, Bang 14) trogdor

5. Mystic Fish halibut

6. Talkin' 'Eds bowling

7. Shaq & Kobe Return staples

8. coed astronomy (Bang 12) neptune
9. Destroy Monaco! (Bang 12) gambler

10. Tetes Sans Poulets rooster

11. The Platonic Solids pyramid

12. Forks on Fire utensil
13. Chip 'n Reichen Rescue Rangers heathen

14. Shock and Awe violent

15. Neal & Eva wedding

16. Team Spaz ritalin

17. Clueless mindful
18. Total Perspective Vortex Survivors tornado

19. Meat Wagon sausage

20. Evil Geniuses for a Better Tomorrow founder

21. Mathletes athlete

22. Golden Golems    gandalf
23. Ram A Lam A Ding Dong musical

24. Warning! Do Not Ingest cyanide

25. Tag & Release fishing

26. Kittens Kittens Kittens (Bang 10) scratch

27. Dusty Heat Sink, Molten Plastic polymer
28. Awe and Shock painful

29. Inspector Gadget cartoon

30. Stonecutters granite

31. Consumer Recreation Services playful

32. Everybody Loves Nutella (Bang 11) raymond
33. Baby Seals sealion

34. Hey Santina, It's Ryan discuss

35. Unibangers bicycle

36. XX-Xtras (Bang 9) erotica
37. Muffin & Fluffers playboy

38. Wet Coodles shaving

39. Judean People's Front chapman

40. Kazakhstan country 

Clue #10 Words



Clue #11 Hint
Identify the cities, here is some help:

St. Louis, Paris, Anaheim, Chicago, Edinburgh, London, 

Montreal, Hershey, Philadelphia, Barcelona, Venice, Santa 

Cruz, Memphis, Toronto, Sydney

Take either the 1st or 6th letter of the city based on which 

number the picture belongs to. 



Clue #12 Hint
Convert the prices of the cheese fondues to letters.  This 

will tell you what to do with the fondue bourguignonne

section, which will then tell you what to do in the chocolate 

fondue section. 



Clue #13 Hint
13A (Sports): Each of the images represents the mascot of 

a professional sports team.  The teams you should find are: 

Toronto Blue Jays, Golden State Warriors, Oakland A’s, 

Buffalo Bills, Atlanta Falcons, Orlando Magic.  Take the first 

letter of the location of each team in the order they appear 

on the paper to spell the answer.

13B (Movies):  Each of the words represents a movie that 

was part of a trilogy.  If it was the first movie in the trilogy, 

take the first letter in that row, and so on.  Here are the 

movies you need:

Addams Family Values (2nd movie)

Matrix Reloaded (2nd movie)

Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome (3rd movie)

Desperado (2nd movie)

Die Harder (2nd movie)

The Fast & The Furious: Tokyo Drift (3rd movie)

The Phantom Menace (1st movie)

Raiders of the Lost Ark (1st movie)

Return of the Jedi (3rd movie)

Fellowship of the Ring (1st movie)

Naked Gun 33 1/3 (3rd movie)

X2 (2nd movie)



End Party Location Enclosed

You must arrive at the end location by 11pm to receive credit, so budget your time accordingly.

You also must present this sealed envelope to get credit for Clue #13.


